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PRESIDENT’S REPORT – October 2015

Interstate Representatives:

I am honoured to have been nominated and elected as the
new President of Casa De Macau Inc. Australia. I am married
to Mario and have three grown up children, George, Alexia
and Michelle. I was born in Macau in 1968 and migrated to
Australia when I was 2.5 years old with my parents, Jose
Orlando de Carvalho Conceicao and Luzia Cynthia Tavares
Amarante (Lucy Whittle), who were also born in Macau. I am
proud to be Macanese and pass on as many cultural
traditions with my family and friends. We are a small
community in Australia with so much culture to share. It is up
to us as Macanese to pass this onto our future generations by
“Keeping the Macanese Culture Alive”. I have served on the
committee on a number of occasions during the last 10 years,
as Deputy Secretary and Treasurer.

Victoria:

Eddie Raphael

Queensland:

Rosanna Webb

ACT:

Luiz Ribeiro

Tasmania:

Robert Estorninho

Western Australia:

Daniel Badaraco

South Australia:

Carmen O’Brien

Newsletter Editor:

Denice Smith

Website:

Maria Dos Santos Lee

th

We held our AGM on Saturday 5 September 2015 at the
Macanese Cultural Centre (MCC) in Sydenham. Our new
committee is pictured below.

th

We held our first committee meeting on Saturday 19
September 2015 and covered many topics. I believe we have
a great “team”. I am privileged to have the support of such a
knowledgeable, experienced and dedicated team. I look
forward to working together over the next year to honour
the Casa’s objectives.
I would like to personally thank the following people, Our
Newsletter Editor, Denice Smith and Website co-ordinator,
Maria Dos Santos Lee, they have volunteered many hours of
their personal time to keep us all informed. Thank you to our
Interstate Reps for their roles in promoting the Casa
throughout our national network. Thank you also to Stef
Deacon, our Youth Leader for your persistent efforts to bring
the Macanese Youth Members together.

Back Row (Left to Right): Leonardo Amarante, Marcus
Gutierrez. Front Row (Left to Right): Belinda Rosario, Nina
(Leonor) Deacon, Marilia de Souza, Mary Rigby, Beatriz
Cartlidge, Ed Rozario and Antonieta Manolakis
Please join me in congratulating and welcoming our
Committee and Interstate Reps for 2015-2016
President:

Antonieta Amarante Conceicao
Manolakis

Vice-President:

Leonor Andrade Deacon

Treasurer:

Ed Rozario

Secretary:

Mary Rigby

Deputy Secretary:

Marilia Morais Alves de Souza

General Committee:

Leonardo Amarante; Belinda
Cunha Rosario; Beatriz dos Santos
Cartlidge and Marcus Gutierrez

We are all volunteers with the same goal of “Keeping the
Macanese Culture Alive”.
We have held two successful Sunday lunches at Macau
th
Cultural Centre (MCC) since the AGM. On Sunday 27
September 2015, we had our Mid-Autumn Festival Lunch.
Many thanks to our Chefs, Lizette Akouri and Nina Deacon,
they prepared a delicious feast of Mai fun, lo pak kou, wu tao
kou, ha kao, siu mai, congee with pei tan and sao yuk.
Dessert was Cha Cha and Mooncakes.
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On Sunday 18 October 2015, our chefs were Marcus and
Sylvia Gutierrez. We enjoyed a feast of BBQ African Chicken,
Chorizos, salads which were provided by Nina and Marilia.
The response to our Sunday Lunch
has been great so far we have
many laughs and shared many
stories from ‘the good old days’ in
Macau and life since moving to
Australia. I have thoroughly
enjoyed catching up with everyone
and sharing stories. Thank you to
all members that have made our
Sunday lunches a success. As we
head towards the festive season,
we have no further Sunday
Lunches planned for 2015 at the
MCC, Sunday lunch is planned to
th
return on Sunday 20 March 2016
after the Chinese New Year Function. The Committee and I
have been making plans for the New Year and we hope they
will be ready for the next Newsletter.
We require volunteers for the Sunday Lunch at MCC please
contact Mary, Nina or drop us an email, if you would like to
volunteer. We can be reached preferably by email on
Antonieta: antonieta.cdma@gmail.com or
Nina: deaconnina@gmail.com or
Mary: rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au
Our Christmas Party is being held at Ryde Eastwood Leagues
th
Club on Sunday 6 December 2015 (flyer attached). The
committee is organising a fun filled event. Hope to see you
and your family there. Santa will be joining us for the
festivities.
The committee and I would like to take this opportunity to
wish you and your family a very Merry Christmas and all the
best for 2016.
Viva Macaenses!
Best Wishes
Antonieta Manolakis
President, Casa de Macau Inc

Congratulations

Jamie Gavan is celebrating the
arrival the newest member of
the Gavan Family, Bethany
Catherine Gavan born 7
October 2015 weighing 3.5 Kg.
Mum and bub doing well.

Dear Denice,
Just a quick email to say on
behalf of Helen, Ben and the
To the Editor
remainder of the Macau
Government Tourist Office
team in Australia, I would like
to sincerely thank you for
your support of Macau in your regular newsletters to
members of Casa de Macau in Australia.
As the official office for the MGTO (for more than a
decade) we feel such support essential in not only
promoting Macau as a holiday and business
destination, but keeping your valued members up to
date with the happenings in an ever-changing centre.
The changes are not only rapid. Those developments
are placing Macau well and truly into the position as a
genuine global centre for leisure and tourism.
We see your newsletter as an extension to our media
list in getting word across on the developments,
festivities and various events that link Australia with
Macau.
Please, convey our congratulations to your new
president Antonieta Manolakis. It is a vital position to
hold, and we look forward to keeping her in touch
with the many happenings in beautiful Macau.
Once again, keep up the good work in spreading the
good news on Macau.
Yours sincerely
Mike
Mike Smith
Public Relations Manager. Australia/New Zealand
Macau Government Tourist Office
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The next Sunday Lunch is scheduled
for Sunday 20 March 2016
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YOUTH CORNER
I'm Stephanie Deacon and as Youth leader I would like to say
thanks again for allowing me to attend the Casa Youth
Encontro 2015.
It was the second one I've attended and it was such an
amazing trip and it met all my expectations I had about it.
I met some amazing people tried some Macanese food I've
never had before and I saw some new and interesting sights
around Macau. It was an incredible experience and I
thoroughly enjoyed being leader of my Casa!
There were various activities throughout the week that
taught us all about the past, present and the future of
Macau. It was certainly an experience to indulge in with
other Macanese youth from around the world. It allowed
many different outlooks, opinions and stories about Macau
that we had all heard of.
From watching the Dragon boat racing to learning how to
learn Portuguese dance to learning how to cook simple but
famous Macanese cookies, this Youth Encontro was
excellent, it taught us all that there is more to Macau than
just casinos and clubbing, and I look forward to passing on
my knowledge to the other youths of the Australian Casa.
I would just like to say thanks again and I loved being the
Youth Leader for the Australian Casa.
Stephanie Deacon
Hope you are all well, and best wishes to those sitting the
HSC, good luck, stay calm and focus!
On the 30th may we had our first DVD/ movie night at our
Casa clubhouse! 10 youth members attended and it was
heaps of fun with plenty of food. Next Casa Youth get
together is scheduled for late November. I'll email you all
details :)
The YOUTH ENCONTRO was great! Here's a small summary
about it. June 2015, a group of nine enthusiastic individuals
were chosen to travel to Macau as delegates to represent
Australia in the Youth Encontro 2015.
These people were Robert Estorninho, Jessica Cruz, Kristina
Wan, Lauren Creus, Michelle Manolakis, Tobias Gordon,
Jaclyn Chavez, Alexia Manolakis and myself (Stephanie
Deacon).

Our journey started with a visit to The Mandarin's House
where we stepped back in time to the 1950s. I was baffled at
how this timeless settlement remained virtually untainted
within the heart of
the rapidly changing
city life of Macau.
After our exploration
of the Mandarin's
House, we had our
first Macanese lunch
since arriving in
Macau, at the
Restaurant Litoral.
Later on, we
travelled to A-Ma
temple, St Paul's
Ruins and had the
Opening Ceremony at the Galaxy Hotel later that night.
DAY 2 was spent over at Zhongshan, China where we went to
several museums that educated us in Macau's history of
traditional herbal medicines and the influence of historical
figures that helped makeMacau what it is today.
DAY 3 we started off the morning with a debate at Conselho
das Communidades Macaneses' Headquarter. In the debate,
we collectively discussed prevalent issues amongst each of
the Casas and together, came up with solutions to tackle
these problems. As a result, we can confirm that there will be
an incoming Macanese website in which all the Casas can
interact and stories can be shared. After having lunch at the
Federal Chinese Restaurant, we went to experience the
Macau International Dragon Boat Races and attended Mass
at Se Cathedral.
Bright and early on DAY 4, was the amazing race around the
city centre. My team came 7th out of 13, I was very proud!
Sweaty and exhausted, we had lunch at the Metropole,
followed by a lesson in Portuguese Folk Dance. I have never
experienced dancing such as this. It was just at a whole new
level.
DAY 5. We paid our respect at the Po Tai Monastery and had
a nice walk around the A-Ma Cultural Village and visited the
Chapel of St Francis Xavier,
3

On the LAST DAY, we
went to a workshop of
Macanese Cuisine and
Macanese Language
where we got to have
hands on experience with
making Portuguese corn
starch biscuits (Genete).

Macanese to truly gain a perspective that you cannot learn
from a tour or guidebook.

After that, we had lunch
at the Institute for
Tourism Studies, visited
the Consulate General of
Portugal in Macau and
had the closing ceremony
at Macau Tower later that
night.

As Youth Rep of our Casa, I would like to thank all the
Committee members of Casa De Macau Australia involved in
organising this Encontro. It would not have been such a
success without their help.
PHOTOS: Steph Deacon

Other delegates sent the following reports on the Youth
Encontro and they are published for your enjoyment.
From Jaclyn Chavez
In June of this year,
Macanese youth from
around the world gathered in
Macau to align our histories
and share in the rich culture
that is still present in ever
changing Macau.
Whilst most of us have
several parts that make up
our heritage (myself being Portuguese, Peruvian and
Chinese), being able to immerse myself in the Macanese side
helped to identify and forge a stronger affiliation with this
part of my story.
In just a week, I fully absorbed myself into the culture, the
history and the future of Macau. The dichotomy between old
Macau with monuments such as the ruins of St Paul and new
Macau like the Cotai Strip lighting up the night sky; the
importance of how Macau is continuing to evolve and grow
whilst still proud of where they’ve come from had not been
lost on me. I was appreciative to be able to talk to local

Highlights of the programme included the Amazing Race
challenge around famous Macanese landmarks, Dragon boat
Racing, the day trip to China and visiting the Portuguese
Consulate. The activities chosen emphasized the importance
of Macau, the past, present and future and helped to
reinforce the significance of what Macau embodies. As with
any culture, food plays a fundamental role in bringing
together people to share a mutual experience. It was here
where bonds were formed, laughter was had and memories
created.
The week taught me that I indeed have an affiliation with
Macau through exchanging many stories with my newfound
friends from around the world and gaining a better
understanding of who we are.
I'd like to thank the Association of Macau for their hospitality
and making us feel like family, as well as Casa de Macau
Australia for allowing me to be one of the representatives for
Australia.
From Jessica CRUZ
On the 27th of July 2015, a group of nine enthusiastic
individuals were chosen to travel to Macau as delegates to
represent Australia in the Youth Encontro 2015. These people
were Robert Estorninho, Stephanie Deacon, Kristina Wan,
Lauren Creus, Michelle Manolakis, Tobias Gordon, Jaclyn
Chavez, Alexia Manolakis and myself (Jessica Cruz). Before
going on this Encontro, I was excited but yet very anxious as I
had never been to Macau before. However, it was meeting
these fellow delegates that made the Encontro such a
wonderful experience.
Thank you guys.
I would like to thank all the Committee members of Casa De
Macau Australia involved in organising this Encontro. It
would not have been such a success without their help.
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From Robert Estorninho
I have been to Macau a number of times and I have
experienced a lot, but almost everything in the Youth
Encontro trip was new to me. To learn about the Macanese
culture and people was invaluable to all the members that
attended. It gave a different perspective to myself and for the
first comers an eye opening experience. This was the best
way to experience Macau for the first time. I do believe that
for several of the members, it was the first time in Macau,
and in fact I saw in their excitement what I once experienced
eight years ago when I first arrived in Macau in the 2007
Encontro.
During the trip I have taken away a lot of knowledge of the
Macanese culture and way of life. The people, food and
language was a great contributor to understanding the way
of life. I have met some people who I had great times with
and made some friendships that will last a lifetime.
I felt that the trip was a great success in introducing the
Macanese culture and way of life to the other Youth Casa
members. This will, in turn, be beneficial to their family and
friends in the future. The youth are now more
knowledgeable about their heritage and where their family
came from. I am happy to have been given this great
opportunity to experience all of the activities, ranging from
the Mandarin house tour, to the Dragon boat racing,
experiencing the Ama Temple, visiting Zhongshan Guangdong
province and even cooking Portuguese corn starch biscuits.
The great race was an activity given to all the Youth Encontro
members, which I felt was a great opportunity to know
Macau's geography and icons that make the city. It was also a
good opportunity to get to know other members from the
other Casa's.
I am happy to report that that I am still in contact with other
Casa members from Portugal, Brazil, America and Canada.
This trip to Macau has provided a link to other Macanese
from around the world.
I would like to make a special mention to Stef Deacon who
was our Youth Casa leader. As a Security Manager in my
workplace I manage a team ranging from 5 to 30 people
and have seen some qualities of a true professional in the
way she conducted herself. Her mannerism and her handling
of the group was outstanding. At such an early age of her life
I was quite impressed by her professionalism and maturity.

I would like to thank the members of the committee,
President and Vice president of Casa De Macau Australia for
this once in a lifetime opportunity.
From Tobias Gordon
A month has passed since my trip to Macau, yet not a day has
gone by in which I have not thought about it. Navigating
through the city by day, exploring the culture by night, this
trip consisted of elements that would help myself, and many
other young Macanese trace the footsteps of their
forefathers Trying to fit the events of the entire expedition
into a short review would pose as a challenge, so I have
chosen a couple of highlights that I believe will represent the
trip most effectively.
Leading up to the trip, I did not know what to expect, being
the only Queensland member of Casa da Macau out of a
larger group from Sydney. However, it was far from difficult
to fit in as I was immediately connected with the group upon
arrival. Our week entailed a range of activities that included:
discovering the local geography and history of Macau,
learning how to craft Macanese cuisine, and finding which
bakery sold the best Pastel de Nata. Although whenever
possible, I would spend my time trying to learn Portuguese
with the members from Casa de Macau Lisbon or exchanging
facts and slang of Australia with the other members.
Learning Portuguese was something that I have taken home
with me, and it has become a hobby in which I now spend my
mornings and afternoons practicing upon.
Amongst the busy schedule of events, bonding with
Americans, Canadians and the mentioned Portuguese
members was a large part of the overall trip. I can honestly
say that I have never had more fun on holidays, than I had
with the friends I met in Macau. Connecting with people from
all across the world that share Macanese heritage, and
educating them on the history of the culture was the overall
goal of the Youth Encontro. I believe that Casa da Macau has
done a great job in achieving this goal. I would like to thank
the organizers of this event for ensuring that myself and
many other young Macanese were able to be a part of such a
wonderful experience. In the near future, I look forward to
travelling and visiting everyone I have met from all across the
globe.

I would also like to make a special mention to my late
grandfather Jorge Estorninho who inspired me to travel and
learn so much about Macau and its people. Listening to his
stories as a child, I can now relate to all the wonders of
Macau and its culture.
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From Alexia and Michelle Manolakis
We firstly would like to thank you all for giving us the
opportunity of representing Australia at the Macau Youth
Encontro 2015. We all enjoyed the experience of meeting
Casa members from other countries and enjoyed meeting
and bonding with our own members from Australia. Meeting
members from Australia in Macau atmosphere was euphoric.
When my sister, Michelle and I arrived in Macau, we
recognised changes that had taken a positive turn. The old
city was preserved with St Paul Ruins, Se Cathedral and of
course Senado Square. This makes us feel familiar with the
culture and history of our beautiful heritage. We were
dazzled when we saw the development of the Cotai Strip and
other areas surrounding The Grand Emperor Hotel that was
vacant land when I was there in 2007. My sister Michelle was
enthusiastic to show me and update me on all the changes
over the years and this made it easier not to become lost in
the new areas.
The Encontro experience was a knowledgeable experience
for both of us in the understanding of the Macanese culture.
One of our experiences was learning about the Macanese
foods, meeting new friends and old heritage sightseeing.
The officials had incorporated enjoyable activities throughout
the whole trip in particular implementing an Amazing Race
activity to encourage us to mingle with other Casas and a
great fun way to sightsee the old heritage buildings in Macau.
The Officials on this trip were great to speak with as they
were very approachable and interested to know what you
are currently studying or working as an occupation. After the
official events we would mingle with other casas at night
whether it be in their hotel room or at a quiet bar. We were
also invited to experience the nightlife with officials Duarte
and Miguel.
Overall I would like to thank Stef for her leadership support
to Michelle and myself during this trip. I would also send my
thanks to officials that gave us their time during this event.
From Kristy Wan
The 2015 Youth Encontro was a truly unique experience. As
this was my second Youth Encontro, the discovery of family
and similarities was less of a surprise, but still no less
pleasant, particularly as I was also meeting siblings and
cousins of friends I had met previously.
The themes of this Encontro seemed to be inspiration and
interactivity. This year’s program was tailored to the practical
aspects of young people – that is, fewer speeches, more total
cultural immersion.

cheered and screamed for the Galaxy team, and, if not for
the typhoon, we would have been able to participate in
dragon boating.
As usual, we were completely spoilt for food and wine, and
all came back several kilos heavier.
For myself, I was interest to learn more about Macau from an
everyday standpoint. As descendants of the diaspora, we
have a lot of stories about Hong Kong and Macau 50-20 years
ago, but everyone who has ever been to Macau twice will
comment on the architectural changes – but what of the
social ones?
I spent time chatting with our wonderful organising team
from AJM and gained some insight into the socio-political
side - the part that would matter most if I made the decision
to live or work there. The Macau they told me about barely
reflects the stories of the past and impressed upon me the
importance of our history and our changing cultural identity.
The Macanese legacy is one that is already quickly fading,
particularly with the potential for massive cultural shift with
2049 only thirty four years away. The jovens macaenses need
to realise what this means and think about where they want
to see Macau and the Macanese identity in 30, 40, and 50
years.

Familías Macaenses
Updates due NOW
Jorge Forjaz is starting on the update for his ‘Familías
Macaenses’ and he is slowly gathering further information
for the updates. They all have to be in by 31st December
2015 as he is hoping to have it ready by the Encontro in
2016. If you wish to add or update any information about
you, or your family please contact him on
jorge_forjaz_genea@hotmail.com with the following
information:
 Full names (not just initials) of people (but
nicknames can be included if in quotation
marks)
 Names of spouses (and maiden names of wives)
and names of spouses' parents
 Dates and places of birth, marriage and death
(shown as day/month/year)
 A few words on occupation and education
(including the name of University, If adding)
You may want to add the name of your spouse, a new child
or grandchild. Or you may want to make changes, as
perhaps the last issue had minor mistakes.
jorge_forjaz_genea@hotmail.com

Updates due NOW

Macau is a city of details, and we were given many
opportunities to discover what that means. For instance, we
didn’t just watch the International Dragon Boat Races, we
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The last pirates in Macau
Stuart Braga
For many centuries, pirates were a serious threat to
commerce everywhere, but powerful navies in the
nineteenth century largely wiped out piracy. However, in
recent years piracy has again become a major problem off
the Horn of Africa with pirates from the failed state of
Somalia threatening commerce and extracting large sums of
money from shipowners. Many readers will have seen
‘Captain Phillips’, the American film made in 2013 starring
Tom Hanks. The film was inspired by the true story of the
hijacking in 2009 of the Maersk Alabama, when Captain
Richard Phillips was taken hostage by pirates in the Indian
Ocean and eventually freed. In the early 21st century, piracy
again became for a time a grim reality.
On the China coast, piracy was a constant threat. It may have
had a part in the origins of the Portuguese occupation of
Macau. A Jesuit account, originally published in 1719, told of
a Portuguese expedition which around 1556 wiped out a
group of pirates who had crippled the trade of Canton. This
story, which first appeared in print more than 160 years after
the foundation of Macau, may have been based on
1
conjecture, as no contemporary accounts exist. More
recently, the distinguished historian Fr Benjamin Videira
Pires, SJ, has acknowledged that ‘there are no records’, but
went on, ‘it is widely believed that the successful battles that
the Portuguese fought against the pirates impressed the
2
Chinese authorities.’ On this account, the Portuguese were
then permitted to occupy Macau as a mark of gratitude for
their services.
In the sixteenth century, the Portuguese briefly commanded
the seas in the Indian Ocean and the Far East, but were
swept aside in the next century by the Dutch, with better
ships and better organisation. In the South China Sea, where
the Dutch did not operate after their defeat at Macau in
1622, the pirates soon returned. Portugal now lacked the
strength to deal with them, and they were a continuing
scourge. When Western commerce opened China to
overseas trade in the nineteenth century it was largely the
British navy which then set about wiping out pirates,
especially after the Second Opium War between 1856 and
1860. In 1864, the Royal Navy maintained a powerful
presence in the Far East. Stationed in the excellent harbour
of Hong Kong, this was called the ‘China Station’. Based here,
1

The account of Fr António Franco, Imagem da Virtude em o
noviçiado da Companhia de Jesus no Real Collegio de Jesus de
Coimbra, 1719, was reprinted by J.M. Braga, The Western Pioneers
and their Discovery of Macao, p. 112.
2
B.V. Pires, ‘Origins and early history of Macau’ in R.D. Cremer
(ed.), Macau: city of commerce and culture, p. 10.

two British gunboats, the Hardy and the Staunch, were
actively hunting down pirates on the China coast. The
Portuguese navy had only the Amazona, a lorcha, a vessel
developed for local conditions, with a European hull and
Chinese rigging.
Following China’s defeat in the two Opium Wars, Portugal
was able to extend its influence from Macau to include the
neighbouring islands of Taipa in 1851 and Coloane in 1864,
thus giving better safety for approaching ships. However,
Coloane was not yet secure. Early in the twentieth century, a
local band of pirates led by Leung Lu Chan made it their base
and again threatened the stability of the environs of Macau.
These people were not only making the surrounding seas and
river estuary unsafe for unarmed traders, but were also
subjugating the local fishermen. They controlled coastal
3
communities in a much larger area than Macau itself.

Monument to the ‘Combates de Coloane’, 1910
In early July 1910, this band captured a number of children
from a school in Chinese territory, including family members
of wealthy Chinese merchants. Taking them to their
stronghold on Coloane, they held them to ransom. The
Macau authorities failed in their attempts to negotiate with
the pirates and when a small force of police were sent to
rescue the children they encountered strong resistance. The
police were withdrawn, having suffered a number of
casualties, including one dead. This was a bigger task than
simply a police operation.
Plans were drawn up to free the whole island from pirate
influence as well as to rescue the children. The military forces
of Macau were mobilised and after a preliminary
bombardment of the pirate positions by Portuguese
gunboats, a combined force of military and police landed on
Coloane on the night of 11 July. On the following two days, a
number of fierce but scattered encounters took place on the
island, and eventually the pirates, with the exception of a few
who escaped, were overcome, their strongholds destroyed
and the child hostages freed. The killed and wounded among
3

L.T. and M. Ride, The Voices of Macao Stones, pp. 61, 62.
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the pirates were reported to number over 150, and those
captured, who numbered more than 50, were all tried in
Macau courts. Some families refused to take their children
back, and to their lasting credit, Macanese families took them
in, nurtured them and gave them a future.

Planta da Colonia Portuguesa de Macau, 1870
Public Library, Colane, a fine public building,
built in 1917 for a remote location

A monument was erected to commemorate the services to
Macau rendered by the armed forces and police in freeing
Coloane islanders and seafarers from pirate oppression. The
memorial is an octagonal obelisk situated on the seaward
side of a small public square in front of the island’s chapel. It
is approximate 4.5 metres (15 feet) in height, facing west
across the narrow strait that separates Coloane from the
Chinese island of Hengqin Dao (Ilha da Montanha). To the
western face of the obelisk is attached a victor’s laurel
wreath cast in bronze, and the front and back of the base are
each inset with a marble inscription. One is in Portuguese
and the other in Chinese. The Portuguese inscription reads:

COMBATES
DE
COLOANE
12 e 13 DE JULHO DE 1910
Behind and separated from it by a small public square is a
church, St Francis Xavier’s, built in 1928 in classic Portuguese
style. Nearby is the Public Library, built in 1917 in the style of
a Grecian temple with sturdy Corinthian columns, still in use
as a public library. Both have been well restored in recent
years and form the highlights of a most attractive praya on
the edge of the territory of the Macau SAR, with Chinese
territory just across a narrow strait. This quiet place now
betrays no hint of a violent incident more than a century ago.

National Library of Australia
J.M. Braga special map collection No. 71-4.
The monument is at the western side of Coloane,
the southernmost island of Macau.

STUART BRAGA
LAUNCHES BOOK ON ‘REMARKABLE JOURNEY’
OF MACAU PEOPLE - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2015
The International Institute of Macau, with the support of
the Macau Foundation, has published a book titled
“Making Impressions: a Portuguese family in Macau and
Hong Kong, 1700 to 1945”. The launch of the book took
place yesterday at the auditorium of the ConsulateGeneral of Portugal, with the tome’s author, Dr Stuart
Braga, attending the event.
The book is based on Dr Braga’s doctoral thesis at the
Australian National University, and is the historical account
of the Rosa and Braga families, who settled in Macau and
Hong Kong. According the author, the book helps people
understand the “remarkable journey” of Macau people
through history.
Their descendants, including the first Portuguese in the
Hong Kong Legislative Council, Jose Pedro Braga, and the
historian Jack Braga, participated in the establishment of
the British colony of Hong Kong.
Source: Macau Daily Times
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FAMILY RESEARCH – CAN YOU HELP?
Hello. My name is Peter Campos, the son of Alvaro Campos
and Teresa Baptista. I am conducting historical research
on my great-uncle Marciano Francisco de Paula

"Naneli" Baptista. I would like to appeal for anyone to
contact me to share any recollections, stories, anecdotes ...
any information they may have about him. In particular
I am looking for stories passed down from the generation
that was with him in Shamshiupo Camp in Hong Kong
during WW-II. Anyone who can help me should send me an
email or a letter to my home address by November 30, 2015
Thank you for any help you can give me.
Post: 3080 Vine Circle, Decatur, GA 30033, USA
Email: pecdoc@gmail.com

CASA NEWS
ACROSS
AUSTRALIA

ACT Casa News from
Maggie Grills
An amazing 70thWedding
Anniversary Announcement!!
Our earliest Casa de Macau
members are a long lived group
of people. One of our earliest
member couples, Fernando and
Maria Fernanda Ribeiro have
th
achieved a very special occasion – their 70 Wedding
Anniversary.
Fernando (93) and Maria Fernanda (90) were married in
the Se Cathedral in Macau on 15 September 1945, the
first wedding celebrated at the Cathedral after the end of
World War 2.
Happy living in the Kangara Waters Retirement Village in
Canberra, the Ribeiros
were joined by 3
generations of their
descendants at a
special family
gathering at the
Berida Manor Resort
at Bowral NSW on 18
to 21 September.
In recognition of achieving such a special anniversary they
received greetings form the Queen, the Governor General
and a number of local politicians as well as a special
blessing from Pope Francis.
The Ribeiros are well known to many CASA members both
here in Australia and overseas and we join the family in
congratulating them on this special occasion. Fernando
and Maria have five children, 10 grandchildren and eight
great grandchildren, all living in Australia

CASA KITCHEN AND SUNDAY LUNCHES
Positions vacant – Cooks/ Volunteers wanted
Please let the Casa Committee know if you are interested in
cooking for one of the fabulous Sunday Lunches held at the
Macau Community Centre in Sydenham. Interested? Contact

Congratulations to Casa member
Jennifer da Silva
on her marriage to Richard Kelty

Antonieta: antonieta.cdma@gmail.com or
Nina: deaconnina@gmail.com or
Mary: rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au
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Queensland Casa News
from Rosanna Webb
The Queensland members and friends
celebrated Dia Sao Joao at the wonderful Sofitel Brisbane
- a favourite with the Brisbane members.
There were 53
members and
guests and a few
little ones
attending. 3 new
members joined
on the day as well. Unfortunately I was unable to attend
and a very big thank-you to Jonathon and Lauren Viera
for all their help on the day in making the event so
successful.

Janice Nykiel

South Australian Casa News
from Carmen O’Brien
DIA de SAO JOAO LUNCH HELD IN ADELAIDE

The Sofitel provided a small semi private area for the
function which allowed members to mingle and enjoy
each other's company. A great banquet consisting of a
Seafood Buffet including interactive cooking stations,
selections of individual salads/Cold Meats and petit
desserts was enjoyed by members. The varieties of
Seafood on the Buffet included Prawns, Oysters, Mussels
and Smoked Salmon, Crabs and Bugs. The buffet also
featured Tandoori, Wood Fired Ovens, and Wok Stations
and a famous Chocolate Fountain.
The Casa offered all
members who attended
some fabulous lucky door
prizes. The winners for the
lucky door prizes are: 1st
Janice Nykiel who won a
$100 gift voucher, 2nd
Elsa Wallace (Left) $50 gift
voucher and 3rd Sue
Soares $25 gift voucher shown below.

As organisers we received a lot of good feed-back from
the day so thank you all for coming along and enjoying
the day.
We are now organising our Christmas function which is
planned for the end of November. Details will be sent
closer to the time. Hope you all can come along.

Our Casa lunch was held at Parisi's Italian Restaurant
on Sunday, 21 June 2015.
The three-course meal started with delicious
antipasto platters to share and a variety of Italian
bread.
Our members seemed very happy with the choices on
offer for the the main course. This comprised of
scalopppina messina, salt & pepper squid, spaghetti
marinara, penne salsiccie and pollo salt n bocca.
Dessert was either tira misu or chocolate mousse.

The younger children had choices and felt very grown
up when they ordered their favourite dishes. Much
contemplation went into what flavour of gelati they
would have! All in all it was a very pleasant gettogether.
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NSW Casa News from
Nina Deacon
We have held a number of
successful Sunday Lunches at the
Macau Cultural Centre with 11 members enjoying Sunday
lunch on the 17th May. Maureen Wan and Brenda Chavez
were the chefs and the menu included:
Entree - chillicorte and the mains included caril de carne
(beef brisket curry), porco assado (roast pork), misturados
prato vegetal (mixed vegetables). for desert we enjoyed
pudim de manga (mango pudding) and queijadas de leite
(Portuguese cup cake).
On Sunday, 26th July, 25 people turned up at our Casa for our
monthly Sunday Lunch. Chef of the day was Antonieta
Conceicao Manolakis. We ate chilicotes, minchi, galinha com
molho de caril (curry chicken), lacassa (fried rice vermicelli).
Desert included bolo de ananas (pineapple cake), batatada
(potato cake) and red velvet cup-cakes and chocolate cake.
A big thank you to Antonia Olaes for baking a very delicious
chocolate cake to celebrate hubby Robert’s birthday which
happened to be on the day of the lunch, plus yous truly
whose birthday was on the 27th July. A special thank you to
Lucy Whittle, Antonieta’s mum, for her mouth-watering
pineapple cake and the batatada.
Thank you also to Mary Rigby for taking care of the business
side of the day.
As per usual, we had a fantastic group of people and there
was loud, boisterous conversation and some of us stayed
past 5pm.
Sunday, 16th August another lunch was held at our Casa.
Chefs of the day were Lizette and Nina and an amazing 28
people attended.
Menu of the day included cheng chu yok (steamed pork with
salted vegetables), pou kwok kai (Portuguese chicken),
tossed salad and boiled rice. For dessert we enjoyed
serradura and tofu fah (with ginger syrup).
Sunday, 20th September, 26 people enjoyed a lunch which
coincided with the celebration of the Mid-Autumn Festival.
Again, the cooks were Lizette and Nina. The menu was: loh
pak kou (turnip cake) wu tao kou (taro cake), varieties of dim
sims and pei tan chook (congee with perserved eggs, and
pork), for dessert moon cakes and cha-cha was served.
Our next lunch was on the 17th October. Chef of the day was
Marcus Guttierez. Members and friends enjoyed Galinha
Africana (African chicken). Thank you very much to all our
members, friends and all the volunteer "Chefs", without your
participation there would be no lunches.
Nina Deacon

DIA DE S.JOAO (St. Johns Feast Day)
On Sunday, 21st June 2015 Casa de Macau in Sydney
celebrated Dia de S. Joao in Ryde Eastwood Leagues Club.
132 members turned up for the luncheon. The clubs'
esteemed chef Sidney Ho came through again providing a
sumptuous buffet with a Macanese twist. The menu included
lo pak kou, apabico, avocado and prawn salad, chicken caesar
salad and green salad. Mains included porco Bafassa,
Malaysian curry chicken, stewed beef brisket, chow kwai du,
baked pork chop with rice, boiled rice and stir-fried vegetable
with shrimp paste. We completed the feast with fresh fruit,
crème brulee, mango pudding and black sesame tong yuen.
After lunch, there were three major door prizes of $100, $50
and $25 dollars gift vouchers (thank you Marilia) and also
two beautiful fruit baskets (thank you Ken Deacon). The
children were well looked after by Michelle Rigby, they were
given colouring books and pencils to take home.
Our secretary Mary Rigby was surprised with a beautiful
birthday cake and there was a rendition of Happy Birthday
from everyone. Many thanks to Michelle and Harley, for
looking after the front desk and also to John Ware for his
help in selling the Casa tee-shirts.
Thanks to all those who attended. It was a lovely day of
togetherness and laughter amongst family and friends.

The Editor and Editorial group reserves the right to screen, accept or
reject material for publication and take no responsibility for any
errors or omissions as provided by authors and contributors.
While items from the Membership are sought and encouraged, the
Editor reserve the right to edit articles as considered necessary.
Publication of contributions is at the discretion of the Editor and the
President (or nominee), and opinions expressed may not necessarily
be those of the Editor, nor of the Governing Committee of Casa de
Macau Inc. Australia.
The Newsletter is not to be used for any member’s own discourse. It
is not intended to promote any propaganda nor support any political
or religious affiliations.
The contents are produced in good faith as a service for the benefit
of Casa de Macau Members and as a method of communication
within the Macanese community in Australia and abroad. Any item
submitted for inclusion MUST be the author’s own work. Articles
copied from other sources will not be considered for inclusion.

Casa de Macau Australia
Casa de Macau Inc.
P O Box A908 SYDNEY
SOUTH NSW 1235
MCC: 244 Unwins Bridge
Road SYDENHAM
E-mail: info@casademacau.org.au
Web: www.casademacau.org.au
Newsletter: denice.smith@bigpond.com
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AGM REPORT
On Saturday, 5th September, Casa de Macau Australia held
its 21st Annual General Meeting at our Casa premises in
Sydenham.
We would like to say a huge thank you to all members of the
Executive and the Committee, especially our out-going
President Lizette Viana Akouri. We look forward to her
continuing association with our Casa especially in organizing
our three main functions and continuing to be part of the
Sunday Lunches. After the AGM a delicious morning tea was
served
Nina Deacon

NSW Casa members celebrate

Congratulations to
Adelaide Crestejo

Congratulations to Adelaide (Laide) Crestejo on her
surprise 88th birthday party, arranged by Susan Ware
(daughter of Melba da Cruz and Des
Wake and daughter-in-law of Myra
Noronha and Jack Ware).
We wish her good health and many,
many more birthdays to come.
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SYDNEY RADIO STATION BROADCASTS
LIVE FROM MACAU
Tim Webster was able to sample a
slice of Macau life on a recent
visit to the former Portuguese
enclave which culminated in two
six-hour radio broadcasts live into
the living rooms of 2UE Sydney
listeners.
The popular Australian media
celebrity spoke to his weekend
listeners from a make shift studio
inside his 34th level suite of the
plush Conrad Macao.
With the support of the Macau
Government Tourist, Cathay
Pacific and Conrad Macao, Tim
and his 2UE team of producer
Kara Dubois, technician Tim Keeling and automotive expert
John Cadogan was able to view a centre which combines
many “east-meets-west” and “old-meets-new” facets.
His four-day visit was documented on a series of videos,
filmed and edited by John Cadogan.

As we recognise the passing of the following
members of our Casa family
Manuel Herrero
8 February 1952 – 10 September 2015

An active and much loved member of our Casa.
Our deepest sympathy to Yvonne and her family

“It truly is a magical city,” Tim summed up on his program.
“We have enjoyed the experience of being in a city where
contemporary features live in harmony with more than 450
years of Portuguese and Chinese history,” he said.

Colleen Marie d'ASSUMPCAO,.
Surrounded by love, Colleen passed away
peacefully at home in Erindale, South
Australia on August 23, 2015.

”I was surprised by what I saw and experienced, from the tiny
squares and lanes, to the attractive Portuguese architecture
and mouth-watering dining options, the Macanese fusion
cuisine a revelation.”

In her 77th year, the loving wife of Henry. Beloved mother of
Anne, Marcus, Louise, and Paul and their spouses Pat Maher,
Georgia, Paul Keenihan, and Sally.

The live broadcast into Sydney from Macau was groundbreaking . . . the first time it had been achieved.
During the broadcast, Tim interviewed such special guests as
the MGTO Director Helena Fernades, the chief co-ordinator
of the annual Macau Grand Prix Joao Antunes, popular
Portuguese chef Antonio, Bede Barry, general manager of
Conrad Macao, and Tony O’Rourke, of A J Hackett, after Tim
had experience the SkyWalk , from the 233-metre mark of
Macau Tower.

Adoring grandmother to 17 grandchildren and sister of Peter
Symons and Anne Ainscough.

Laura Maria (Lo) Alves, nee Yvanovich
Formerly of Hong Kong and Adelaide (South Australia), Lo
passed away peacefully in her sleep, aged 96 years on
3 September 2015 at Malvina Major Retirement Village,
Wellington, New Zealand.
Dearly beloved wife of Dick (dec), beloved mother of Deniz
(dec), greatly loved mother and mother-in-law of Andre and
Jacquie, loved and adored Nanna of Lucas and Jenny, Kevin
and Nari, loved and adored great-grandmother of Casimir,
Zoe and Jasper.
We will all miss her forevermore.

For the latest information on Macau, the MGTO recreated a
mini version of the iconic Ruins of St Paul’s for its pavilion at
the Sydney Night Noodle Markets in Hyde Park which ended
on Sunday, October 25.
www.macautourism.com.au
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Macau launch of
Dr Stuart Braga’s

Making
Impressions

Historic Map of Macau

Casa Christmas Party
Sunday 6th December 2015
Ryde Eastwood Leagues Club
117 Ryedale Road West Ryde
12 noon (for 12.30 start)
Members $10.00
Children (5-12) $5.00
Seniors (70yrs+) FREE
Children (0-4yrs) FREE
Non Members/guests $50.00
SHHHH!!! Parents bring a gift for
your child (0-12) for Santa to give
them on the day

RSVP: by Friday, November 20 to
Mary Rigby 02 47333862
E: rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au or
Nina Deacon 0412692252 or
E: deaconnina@gmail.com

A unique and important map is to be presented to the people
of Macau at a function to be held in the Auditorium of the
Portuguese Consulate by courtesy of the Consul-General, Dr
Victor Sereno, on Thursday 22 October. This is a map
originally drawn in Macau in 1779 by the famous British naval
officer William Bligh, regarded as one of the greatest
navigators of his time. The map is called ‘Sketch of the Typa
and Macao’. It is one of very few early maps to show the
depths of the waters in the approaches to Macau.
Bligh was an officer on the third voyage of exploration in the
Pacific Ocean led by Captain James Cook. After Cook was
killed in Hawaii on 14 February 1779, his ship, the
‘Resolution’, returned to England, stopping at Macau in
December that year. The crew’s sense of relief to find a fine
European town and civilised people in what was then a very
remote part of the world must have been profound after the
horrifying murder of their captain.
As the ship slowly moved past Taipa towards the Inner
Harbour, obviously through shallow water, soundings were
taken, shown on the map in fathoms. Bligh carefully noted
down instructions for later navigators. The ‘Resolution’ stayed
in Macau for several weeks until January while the crew
rested and supplies were replenished in readiness for the long
voyage back to England.
Several years later, in 1785, the official account of the voyage
was published in three volumes. The first two had been
written by Captain Cook before he was killed. The third was
completed by his successor Captain King, who decided to
include William Bligh’s map and sailing directions. This map
therefore marks an important stage in the growing
commercial relations between Britain and Macau, based on
accurate knowledge of the depth of the harbour and on good
sailing directions.
The map is being presented by
Dr Stuart Braga, whose book
‘Making Impressions: a
Portuguese family in Macau
and Hong Kong, 1700 to 1945’,
splendidly published by the
International Institute of Macau,
is being launched by Dr José
Luis Sales Marques, President
of the Institute of European
Studies and former President of
the Leal Senado. He is a
distinguished member of a family whose roots also run deep
into the long history of Macau.
Dr Braga said recently, ‘Now is the right time and this is the
right opportunity for this map to come to Macau, because the
original map on which it is based was drawn here in Macau by
a British officer who in later years became a famous figure in
naval history.’
A pre-order form for Stuart’s book is included
with this newsletter.
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